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Properties:
FIX 10-M is a chloride free quick setting construction
cement compatible with all standard cements according
to DIN 1164. FIX 10-M is suitable as a fast setting
additive for all plaster and concrete works. 
The potential bonding strength allows the addition of
sand (1 part FIX 10-M to 1 - 2 parts sand by volume).
The curing process will not decrease, the strength will
be almost the same after addition of the sand. The
curing depends on the temperature.

Areas of application:
Suitable for the fast filling of holes, for the anchoring
and fixing of machinery, piping, railings etc.. For all
exterior and interior connector joint sealing and fast
repairing on concrete, artificial and natural stone,
plaster, screed or masonry surfaces.

Technical Data:
Basis: Cement
Bulk weight: 1.1 kg/dm3

Curing: After 20 min.
Packaging: 1, 6 and 12 kg buckets
Storage: dry and air tight up to

12 months

Surface preparation:
Loose plaster and masonry particles have to be
removed. The clean surface is wetted with water.

Product preparation:
In a clean vessel the powderous FIX 10-M is added to
water.
FIX 10-M must be mixed and processed fast. Do not
mix more FIX 10-M than can be processed in this time.
After addition of  25% water the consistency of a good
filler is reached, FIX 10-M is floatable after addition of
30 - 50% water.
To FIX 10-M sand may be added, mixing ratio: 
1 part FIX 10-M to 1 - 2 parts sand by volume.

Important advice:
Pilot testing is necessary.
FIX 10-M contains cement and is classified irritant
according to GefStoffV.

Please observe valid EU-safety data sheet.


